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Let A be an artin algebra and mod A the category of finitely generated A- 
modules. If X is in mod/i let ( ,X) denote the contravariant functor 
Hom( ,X) from mod A to abelian groups. If F is any functor let rF denote 
the radical of F and GF the graded functor GF = ui riF/rit ‘F. The main 
result of this paper is the following. 
THEOREM. Let A be an artin algebra which is either offinite represen- 
tation type or an algebra over on algebraically closedjield. 
(i) Let 0 --f A --t4 B +O C + 0 be an almost split sequence. Then the 
induced sequence O+ G( , A)-+“* G( ,B)+“* G( , C)-+yS~ 0 is exact 
where S = GS = ( , C)/r( , C). The maps a*, /?* have degree 1 and y has 
degree 0. 
(ii) Let I--t I/sot I be a left minimal almost split map where I is an 
indecomposable injective. Let k < 03 be maximal such that im( , sot I) c 
rk( , I). If k < co then the induced sequence 0 + G( , sot I) -+ G( , I) + 
G( , I/sot Z) is exact where the first map has degree k and the second has 
degree 1. If k = co then the induced map G( , I) --t G( , Z/sot I) is a 
monomorphism of degree 1. 
Dual results hold for covariant functors (X, ). 
Sections 1, 2 and 4 are devoted to the proof of the main theorem. Sections 
5, 6 and I are consequences of the main theorm. 
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Section 3. Let J A --t B be an irreducible map where either A or B is 
indecomposable. Given certain technical conditions we give a description 
of the minimal projective presentation of the functors r’F where 
F = coker( ,f). We show in Section 6 that these conditions are satisfied 
whenever n is an artin algebra of finite representation type or an artin 
algebra over an algebraically closed field. This is not necessary for the proof 
of the main theorem but it gives another description of a construction given 
in Section 2 which is used in the proof. 
Section 5. If /1 is of finite representation type let (M,,..., M,} be a 
complete set of nonisomorphic indecomposable /i-modules. Let A (A) = 
End(II Mi)OP be the Auslander algebra of n and GA(A) the associated 
graded algebra of A(4) with the radical grading. We show that GA(A) is 
also an Auslander algebra. This was proved in the algebraically closed case 
by K. Bongartz and P. Gabriel [5 I. 
Section 1. With the above notation 
det(dim(Hom@Vi, Mj))End(Mi,;rEnd(M,,) = +l. This rezt 
show that 
was obtained 
independently by G. Wilson [7] in the algebraically closed case and later 
generalized by D. Zacharia [8]. We also show that the Loewy length of an 
Auslander algebra is bounded by 4n - 1, where n is the number of simples. 
The upper bound 2” - 1 was obtained by E. Green, W. Gustafson and D. 
Zacharia for algebras of gl dim < 2 [6]. 
Section 6. Using Section 5 the main theorem is generalized to the 
following. Let f: A + B be an irreducible map where either A or B is 
indecomposable. Let K = kerf and let k < UJ be maximal such that 
im( ,K)c#( ,A). If k is finite then O-G( ,K)+G( ,A)-,G( ,B) is 
exact. If k = co then G( , A) -+ G( , B) is a monomorphism. (We always 
assume that ,4 is either an artin algebra of finite representation type or an 
artin algebra over an algebraically closed field.) 
1. THE GRAPH OF IRREDUCIBLE MAPS 
Let /i be an artin algebra. We assume that n is either of finite represen- 
tation type or an artin algebra over an algebraically closed field. Letf: A -+ B 
be an irreducible map where either A or B is indecomposable. We will 
associate to f a set ,flf of indecomposable modules (maybe more than one 
representative from the same isomorphism class) and a set or irreducible 
maps .Fr between these modules so that they fit together to make almost split 
sequences like: 
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Here the dark arrows represent f and each “square” is an almost split 
sequence. (We give a more precise statement in 1.6 below.) This result is 
trivial in the algebraically closed finite type case but there are some 
difficulties in the nonalgebraically closed case that we shall explain later. 
(Example 1.8 is a counterexample to the “naive” approach.) 
We explain now some standard contructions that we need to study the 
nonalgebraically closed case. 
Let r: O- AA -E(A)-+A + 0 be an almost split sequence. Let B be 
isomorphic to an indecomposable summand of JW 1. Let 
F(A) = End(A)/r End(A) and F(B) = End(B)/r End(B). Then ,jVB = 
md( > WC 1 B), I( 5 4/r? ~A))m, is called the bimodule of irreducible 
maps from B to A. We consider sMd,4 to be a right F(A) module via the 
isomorphism F(AA) z F(A) given by the sequence r. We can then define a 
bilinear pairing 
in the following way. Let ~7 E AMSr BE $,, and let a and /I be irreducible 
maps which are representatives of U and /I, respectively. Let a’. B be liftings 
of c(, ,B as indicated in the following diagram: 
d J. 
0 - AA - E(A) -.4-o 
I 
/ 4 n H / d 
B 
The map 0 = pa’ E End(B) gives an element eE F(B). We define 
p,@@ 6) = t?. Then pr is a nonsingular ,pairing which induces an 
isomorphism of F(B)-F(A)-bimodules: BM,,4 z Hom,,,,(JV,, F(B)). 
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Suppose that E(A) has t components isomorphic to B. Then there is an 
almost split sequence 
AA A 
which represents the same element in Extf,(A, AA) as the sequence <. The 
fact that (a,): U’B + A is irreducible is equivalent to the fact that the 
corresponding elements ai of AMB form a right F(B)-basis for ,M,. The 
elements pi of flAA are completely determined by (rS,> and r by the equation 
p&,& @ Ej) = 6,. Th us the pi E flbA correspond to the F(B)-dual basis 
Fi)&, E Horn,,,&&,, f(B)) under the isomorphism given by pr. We write 
ai = (&ji and we call {pi} the F(B)-dual basis of {&} with respect to r. (If 
t = 1 we say dual element instead of dual basis.) 
Suppose that yr ,:., yI are automorphisms of B and # is an automorphism 
of A. Let Jr ,..., jJt,, Q be the corresponding elements of F(B) and F(A). Then it 
follows fro-m the definition of an F(B)-dual basis that (&?i)Si)F*(R, = 
7; ‘(ai)& 4 - ‘. Thus (@jri); = -; 1’ ‘(Ui)$ +;I, where $r is the element of 
F(AA) corresponding to 4 under the isomorphism F(AA) 2 F(A) given by the 
sequence {. 
Suppose now that t = 1. Then ,M, is l-dimensional over F(B) and any 
nonzero cf E .Pf, is an F(B)-basis. The dual element a,&, E 
Hom,,,,C,M,, F(B)) is th e unique F(B)-morphism ,,M, + F(B) which sends 
a to 1. If we have a fixed F(B)-isomorphism VI: F(B),o, + $4, then F(B) 
becomes a left F(A)-module and we get a monomorphism rl: F(A) + F(B) 
given by a(a) = a . 1. The map I// induces an isomorphism of F(B)-F(A)- 
bimodules v/*: Hom,,,,W,, F(B)) -+ F,B,W)nFc.4j by v/d”) =f(v( 1)) and 
for every b # 0 in F(B), w*(ty(b),*o,) = b-‘. Therefore ( ),?,,,, is essentially 
given by sending b # 0 in F(B) to b - ’ E F(B). 
Suppose that the dimension of $4, over F(A) is s and let (ui): B + LJ‘ A 
be an irreducible map. If pi: AA + B are representatives of the F(B)-dual 
elements 1, = (fi),* = 6;’ then Cp;): us AA + B need not be irreducible. or 
equivalently, (pi} need not form a right F(AA)-basis for RM3, as we shall see 
in Example 1.8 below. So we make the following definition. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let a: B + C be an irreducible map where B is 
indecomposable. We define a good decomposition of C (with respect to u) to 
be a decomposition C = u Ci of C into indecomposable summands C; 
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satisfying the following. Let CQ: B + Ci be the ith component of a. Then for 
any choice of Ei, ACi, pi so that 
Ei 
(*) 
is an almost split sequence, the map @,): LJ AC,+ B is irreducible. 
Note that if C does not have two isomorphic nonprojective summands 
then any decomposition of C is good. Thus all decompositions are good in 
the algebraically closed finite type case. 
In order to understand the meaning of a good decomposition it suffices to 
consider the case where C z us A with A indecomposable nonprojective 
and s > 2. We shall assume that A is of finite representation type. (The 
algebraically closed infinite type case will be dealt with later.) By [4] it 
follows that the bimodule of irreducible maps .JV~ is l-dimensional over 
F(B) and at most 3-dimensional over F(A). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let a: B -+ C be an irreducible map where B is 
indecomposable and C = u Ci is a decomposition of C into s > 2 indecom- 
posable nonprojectives isomorphic to A. Let I$~: Ci + A be an isomorphism. let 
ai: B + A be the composition B +” C-“i Ci +‘1 A and let ai be the 
corresponding elements of ,JktB. Then 
(a) The decomposition C = u Ci is good with respect to u if and onI!? 
if the dual elements (Ui)&, E Hom,,,,(,M,. F(B)) are F(A)-linear&* 
independent. 
(b) The F(A)-linear independence of the (Ei),$,,‘s is independertt qf the 
choice of the isomorphisms qi. 
Proof: The first statement follows from the isomorphism ,$IJ., 2 
Hom,,,,C&. F(B)) resulting from any choice of r. 
To prove (b) let $1: Ci --t A be another choice of isomorphisms. Then Ei 
changes to piEi, where Ti is the element of F(A) represented by @lo;’ E 
Aut(A). Thus ((rJ&, changes to (U;)&, 7;’ which has the same F(A) span 
as before. I 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let R, S be division algebras over a field k. Let ,N, be 
a bimodule which is l-dimensional over R. Then a left S-independent subset 
(ai} of sNR is called a good S-set if the R-dual elements (ai); form a right S- 
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independent subset of Hom,(,N,, R). If in addition (ai) forms a left S-basis 
for sNR then we call it a good S-basis. Analogous terminology will be used 
for “left” replaced by “right.” 
Combining 1.2 and 1.3 we get: 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let a: B -+ C be an irreducible map and let C = LJ Cj 
be a decomposition of C into indecomposable summands. Then this decom- 
position is good if and only if the following condition is satisfied: For every 
nonprojective A which occurs in the decomposition of C let C, ,..., C, be those 
Ci which are isomorphic to A and let qi: Ci 4 A be isomorphisms. Then the 
elements Ej E ,4MB corresponding to aj = @,ixia: B + C + Cj + A form a good 
F(A)-set for ,<M,. Furthermore this condition is independent of the choice of 
the ei’s. 
DEFINITION 1.5. Let a: C + A be an irreducible map where A is 
indecomposable and nonprojective. We define a gbod decomposition of C 
(with respect to a) to be a decomposition C = u Ci of C into indecom- 
posable summands so that there exists an almost split sequence of the form 
X 
.2 
,I/” ‘\ .L 
AA A 
so that u Ci is a good decomposition of C with respect to /I. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let a: C--t A be an irreducible map where A is 
indecomposable and nonprojective. Let C = u Ci be a decomposition of C 
into indecomposable summands. Then this decomposition is good with respect 
to a if and only if the following condition is satisfied for et’ery indecom- 
posable nonprojective module B which occurs in the decomposition of C: 
Let C, ,..., C, be those Ci which are isomorphic to B and let 
yj/j: B + Cj be isomorphisms. Let aj be the composition B +*J C.i -+ (e) 
Lj ci=c+u A. Then (Zi} is a good F(B)-set for ,4M,. 
PROPOSITION 1.7. If slyR is 2-dimensional over S and I-dimensional 
ouer R then any left S-basis for sN, is good. 
Proof. Suppose (al): = (a,)lx. Then a2 =~‘a,. 1 
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We now give an example to show that Proposition 1.7 is not true if sNR is 
3-dimensional over S. 
EXAMPLE 1.8. Let k = S = Q (the field of rational numbers) and 
R = Q(x), where x is a root of the polynomial X-’ - 2X- 2. (This 
polynomial is irreducible over Q by Eisenstein’s criterion.) Let N = R 
considered as an S-R-bimodule. Let a, = 1. az =x, a3 =x* -X - 2. Then 
(a*): = x-‘(u,): = (x2/2 - I)(a,),* and (a3)t = (x2 -x - 2)-’ (a,),* = 
-(x2/2)(a,),*. So C (ai): = 0. 
This is an example of a bad S-k$s and if we let A be the hereditary 
algebra given by the Gz diagram -J- then, as in the proof of 1.9 below, 
this corresponds to a bad decomposition of the middle term of an almost 
split sequence. 
LEMMA 1.9. Let R, S be finite-dimensional division algebras ouer a 
field k and let R be an extension of S of degree 3. Suppose that .2 = (a, b. c 1 
is a left S-basis for ,R so that ,z?: = (a,*, bz, CR* 1 is a right S-basis 
for RRS~HomZR(SRR, R,), i.e., .A is a good basis. Then ((.z?~)~)~ = 
{((a,*),*),*- ((b~)~)$, ((ci)z)$} is a right d(S)-basis for R,,s,? 
Hom,(Hom,(Hom,(,R,, RRR), J,), RRR)r where $: S + R is some k- 
algebra monomorphism. (If we consider dual elements with respect to R to be 
inverse elements, as mentioned at the beginning of this section, this lemma 
says that the dual of the imerse of a good basis is again a good basis.) 
Proof Suppose there is a left S-basis for ,R of the form .5? = {a, 6, c) 
such that A?: = (a,*, bi, CR* ((a,*)f, (b*)* ( *)*) H } tRa right S-basis for R,. Then (2:): = 
R S7 'R S c OmS s, J,) zmcs,RR is a left $(S) % S-basis for 
R. where 4: S + R is a k-algebra monomorphism given by the left action of S 
on Horn&R s, $,) z RR. Suppose that ((A?:):): is not a basis, i.e., the 
elements of (@,*)s*)i are right 4(S)-dependent. Let A = (i ,” ). Then A is a 
hereditary artin algebra and we identify the bimodules of irreducible maps 
with RR, and sRR via fixed isomorphisms. Then we have the following graph 
of irreducible maps: 
A*X AX X 
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(‘to> (2,‘) (It?) 
(‘-“1 (Zt’) (‘-“1 
where the numbers denote dimensions over k. Then F(X) z F(dX) z 
F(d’X) E S and F(Y) z F(d Y) 2 R and the bimodules of irreducible maps 
are XMY z sR,, yMAx FZ &IS, dxMAy z m,s,R,, JyMalx g RR1,s,. Since 
(a, 6, c) is S-independent in ,R the map (a, b, c): Y + X3 is irreducible and 
since Y is not injective this map is a monomorphism. Similarly (a,*, bz, ci): 
(LH)~ --) Y is irreducible and the duals a&*, 6&*, c&* form an irreducible 
map AY-t (AX)3. But the next map (a,*,*,*, LIZ&*, cz&*): (Az?Q3 + AY is 
not irreducible since these are right 4(S)-dependent elements of 3).MdzX. 
Now consider the following commutative diagram: 
Y- 
f 5 x3 
1 
I 
hl lb1 
(LX) 
I3 
EL-> Y 2 
A 
h2 g2 
(AP)2 f2 --, (AX) 
3 
f2 = 
'0 (b-l); j  
’ Kc : 0 
h3 = 
I 
I 0 
Kc 
R3 = 
j &; , f3 = ( (( I 
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Since the maps (f, g,), (f’ 5 gJ, (fi, g3) are isomorphic to direct sums of 
right minimal almost split maps we have that the sequences 
0 -+ (LLq3 - (-h,.f,) yLI y* (f.81) ,x3 
o-, (~2x)3 (-hlqfJ)+ (472 JJ dy ‘f:*g3) , (dx)Z 
are exact nonsplit sequences (isomorphic to direct sums of almost split 
sequences) so by successive application of Lemma 1.10 below it follows that 
the maps f, , f2, f3 are monomorphisms since f is a monomorphism. This 
gives a contradiction since f3 is not a monomorphism (since the maps 
((a-‘):))‘. ((b-l);))‘, ((cc’)$)-’ are linearly dependent over 
S z F(d ‘X) = End@ ‘X) and d ‘X is simple). fl 
LEMMA 1.10. Let f: X+ Y be a A-morphism. Let 0 -+ K +‘hJ” XJJ 
Y, -+(f,R’ Y be exact. Then 
(i) kerf, z kerJ 
(ii) If f is an epimorphism then f, is an epimorphism. 
Proof From the above exact sequence and the commutative diagram 
below it follows that the map i is an isomorphism and j is a monomorphism. 
O+ kerf +X-r, Y -+ cokerf -+O 
1; 1-h /g / j  
0 --) kerf, -+ K + Y, -+ cokerf, --) 0 
fl 
I 
We will also need the following proposition about the existence of a good 
basis .8 such that .A?-’ is also a basis. 
PROPOSITION 1.11. Suppose that R, S are division algebras over afield 
k with dimensions 3d and d, respectively, and suppose that S c R. Let a, 
b E R be left linearly independent over S. Then there exists c E R so that 
(1) a, b, c form a left S-basis for R, 
(2) a-‘, b-‘, cc’ form a right S-basis for R. 
Proof: Suppose first that k is finite of order n. We count the number of 
elements c of R which do not satisfy (1) or (2). 
There are exactly nZd elements c which do not satisfy (1) and nZd elements 
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which do not satisfy (2). There are at least two elements, namely, a and b, 
which satisfy neither. So the number of bad c is at most 2nzd - 2. This is 
less than n3d since n > 2. 
Now suppose that k is infinite. 
LEMMA 1.12. k3d is not a finite union of proper subvarieties. 
Proof This is a well-known fact. Suppose that k’” = V, U ... U V,. Let 
J be a nonzero polynomial which is zero on Vi. Then nf; is a nonzero 
polymonial which is zero on k3”. This is impossible since k is infinite. 1 
LEMMA 1.13. Let @: k3d + R be any k-linear isomorphism. Then there 
exist polynomial maps r: k’d + k3d and a: k3d-+ k so that &-‘(a)= 
q-‘(a) ’ a -’ for all nonzero a in R and a(b) = 0 if and only if b = 0. Thus 
a -’ = #rg-‘(a)/(,@-‘(a)). 
Proof. 4: k3d -+ R is given by 4(x ,,..., ?c~~) = Cif, xiei for some fixed k- 
basis e, ,.. ejd for R. Let fii,, E k be defined by the equations eiei = Chfijheh 
and let ci E k be given by C ciei = 1. TO find the inverse of a = c aiei we 
must solve the following equation for xj E k: 
1 = \‘ aiei . T .yjei 
- 
1 =x aixjeiej 
2 ciei = \’ UiXjfijht?h. 
This is equivalent to the following system of 3d equations in 3d unknowns: 
Ch = '7 UifijhXj. h = l,..., 3d. 
Yy 
Since R is a division algebra we know that this system of equations has a 
unique solution for x, ,..., xjd if a # 0. Thus by Cramer’s rule xj = rj/a, where 
rj and c are determinants of certain matrices whose entries are linear 
polynomials in a r ,..., a3d and u # 0 if a # 0. This makes ‘sj and u 
polynomials of degree <3d in the variables a, ,..., a3d. The equation Xj = Tj/U 
can be written as a - ’ = C xjej = C (rj/u) ej = @(r)/u. I 
Proof of 1.11 when k is infinite. Let A be the set of all c E R which does 
not satisfy (1) and let B be the set of all c E R which does not satisfy (2). 
Then A is clearly a k-subvariety of R. So by Lemma 1.12 it suffices to show 
that B is a k-subvariety of R. 
Let $rd ’ : R --, R be as given by Lemma 1.13. Then @r# ‘(c) is a k-scalar 
multiple of c-‘. Thus B = (+IJ~‘)-’ (right S-span of {a-‘, b-l}). fl 
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LEMMA 1.14. Let A be an artin algebra offinite representation type and 
let f: A + B be an irreducible A-morphism. 
(i) If A is indecomposable then B has a good decomposition with 
respect to f. 
(ii) If B is indecomposable then A has a good decomposition with 
respect to J 
Proof. From the previous results it follows that the only case where, j$re 
are problems is if the bimodule of irreducible maps is of the form A. 
The existence of a good decomposition in this case follows from Proposition 
1.11. I 
We now return to the existence and properties of the set ,Xj. and .Ff for an 
irreducible map f as stated in the beginning of this section. 
THEOREM 1.15. Let A be an artin algebra which is either of fifirtite 
representation type or an algebra ouer an algebraically closed field. Let 
f: A + B be aI1 irreducible map where either A or B is indecomposable. Then 
there exist decompositions A = uJ’=, Aj and B = ul= , Bi, f = (fii), a set A) 
of indecomposable A-modules and a set C;7; of irreducible maps satisJving the 
following properties. 
(I) p;=.s:, u.s2u ..‘, where the .PJ’s are finite disjoint sets with 
P, 3 (B ,,..., B,) and .S1 1 {A ,,..., A,,,}. 
(2) .q.=*uv2u’~., where the -Pi are finite disjoint sets and if 
g:X-+Yisin&thenXE.$i+, and YE 6. Also .-iz; 2 ( fij}, where fij are 
the components off 
(3) There exists at most one map in ,$ connecting an)’ two elements of 
Xf. 
(4) For any element X of & let aj: Yj + X be the maps in ,-c with 
target X. Then the aj’s form a map ax: H Yj -+ X which is a right minimal 
almost split map. We use the notation E(X) = u Yj and Ej(X) = yi. 
(5) For each nonprojectiue X in & there exists a AX in $?;+ 2 and 
maps pi: AX + E,.(X) in .<+ , for each component of E(X) such that 0 + 
AX 2,~ E(X) -+(1xX + 0 is an almost split sequence where p,v = (p,). If X is 
projectioe let AX = 0. 
Proof. We deal first with the case when A has finite representation type. 
.Kf and Xf will be constructed by induction on the set 6. So suppose that 
,-r; ,...) < have been constructed which means that .& ,..., ..<, .&+, have 
also been constructed. We assume in addition that 
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x, . ...) &+, are constructed in such a way that decompositions 
are good for any map of the form (fj): X-, u Yj. where 
XE.&.+,, Yj E A; and fj E jz, and any map of the form (*I 
(gj): m Xj + Y, with Xj E .3;+, , YE & and g.i E & for all 
k < i. 
We construct ..c+, in two steps. 
Step (i + l),. Construction of F\+, c &+ , and ,$‘I+ 2 c ,-gi +?. 
For each X in & let 01~: E(X) +X be as given in (4) with all indecom- 
posable components of E(X) in .,&+, and all components of a, in .5. If X is 
not projective let AX = ker ox. Then we get an almost split sequence 0 ---t 
AX+5xE(X)-“xX- 0. Let .$;+* be the set of all such AX’s and let all 
components of p, for all X E $:I form the set J;+, . 
Step (i + 1 )b. Construction of 5+, and A;+ ?. 
Let YE.&+, and let pj: AXj -+ Y be all the maps in &+ , with target Y. 
Then /? = Ca,): u AXj + Y is irreducible since, by the induction hypothesis, 
all decompositions are good. So it can be completed to a right minimal 
almost split map u AXj LI X’ +(5*D” Y. 
* ,+? .<+I /,A, r; si 
At this point it is important how we choose the decomposition of X’ and we 
explain it below. Let xi + z = 2?;+ z U {all indecomposable components of X’ 
for all YE.&+,} and let T+, = xi+, U {all components of /I’ for all 
YE.&+,}. 
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We need to verify that z&+ z and s+, satisfy the additional condition (*). 
From the previous results it follows that the only proble; 3Tppears when 
there is a bimodule of irreducible maps of the form A. If AX, z 
AX, z AX, then {p, , p2, B3} = 3-l for some basis of the bimodule of 
irreducible maps Y-+X, 2 X2 z X,. SO by 1.9 (A-‘),*, is again a good left 
basis. Hence 2-l is a goTf3;ight basis. Otherwise if there is a bimodule of 
irreducible maps of type A either from AXi to I’ or from a summand of 
X’ to Y then by Proposition 1.11 we can choose a decomposition of X’ such 
that u AXj Ll X’ -+ Y is a good right decomposition. Notice also that for 
each Xi, u E,(X,) is a good decomposition of E(X,) with respect to 
p,vi: AXi --t E(Xi) since by the induction hypothesis u Ej(Xi) is a good 
decomposition of E(X,) with respect to oxi. This finishes step (i + l)b. 
To begin the induction we need to construct .i71. For this we use Lemma 
1.14 instead of step 1, and then apply step 1, to construct &. 
This completes the proof of the theorem when A has finite representation 
type. 
We shall now prove Theorem 1.15 for A an artin algebra of infinite 
representation type over an algebraically closed field k. We first make some 
observations about this case. 
PROPOSITION 1.16. (1) If X is an indecomposable A-module then 
F(X) = End(X)/r End(X) = k. 
(2) If X, Y are indecomposable A-modules then &, = (the bimodule 
of irreducible maps from X to Y) is just a vector space over k. (The left 
action of F(Y) = k is the same as the right action of F(X) = k.) 
(3) ?f f,r...,fn: x+ Y are maps between indecomposable A-modules 
then the following are equivalent: 
(a) f, ,...,fn E yM,y are linearly independent. 
(6) (f;:): Hi X + Y is irreducible. 
(c) (fi): X+ ui Y is irreducible. 
In order to construct the sets .J’;, S2 ,... and &, & ,... we first construct 
sets $?, , $Y2 ,... and F,, F2 ,... . 
Let f: A -+ B be an irreducible map where either A or B is indecomposable. 
We first take the case where B is indecomposable. Let A = uf=, niAi be 
any decomposition where Ai are nonisomorphic indecomposable modules. 
For i = l,..., t and p = I,..., ni let fgAi: Ai + B be the composition off with the 
inclusion of the pth copy of Ai in A. Let y, = (B] and let ‘$?; = (A, ,..., A,). 
Let .y; be the disjoint union ..?I = (J:=, L?;(A,, B), where P;(Ai, B)= 
(fAAi ,..., f2ii}. If A is indecomposable we get B = u niBi, 9, = {B, ,..., B,}, 
J’; = {A} and .V; = lJf=, g;(A, B,), where L?;(A, Bi) is the set of maps 
fi;,: A -+ Bi such thatf= (fgiA): A + u niBi = B. 
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By construction of $!,) PS and .9 i the following conditions hold for 
n= 1. 
Condition a. (1) gn and ,pL+, are finite sets of indecomposable A- 
modules. 
(2) ,%A is the disjoint union of finite ordered sets .? A(X, Y), where 
XEF/I,+,, and YEpn. 
(3) The elements of .% ;(X. Y) represent linearly independent elements 
of yMx. 
(4) No two distinct isomorphic elements of qn (or PA+ ,) are 
connected to the same element of $?Y:,+ , (or gn) by maps in .$ k. 
(5) Each element of ,P;+, is the domain of at least one map in .F :, . 
Suppose that p,, , 9; + , , .$ A are given satisfying condition a. Then we 
shall “complete” the sets PA+ , and .% :, to sets #,‘, + , and .8, so that 
C%~,&lCl~ 5;) satisfies condition a and the following condition. 
Condition b. For each X E & and YE -V,+ , let d( Y, X) be the number 
of elements of .Fn(Y, X). Then the right minimal almost split map 
u,~: E(X) -+ Y is given by E(X) = UrEt/“+, d(Y,X)Y and CL,~ =
Lk.I ~~~z’=);-X’fi).A-, where ( fi,.,}y=, = ?“( Y, X). (Thus for every X and Y. 
d( Y. X) = 0 or d( Y, X) = dim,,. M,. .) 
The construction of ,& + , and 6, is fairly obvious. We first take each pair 
(Y,X)E y;+, x qn so that ‘6 A( Y, X) is nonempty and complete this set to 
a basis .‘t,,(Y, X) for JVZ,.. Then for each X E p,, we add to $?L+, one 
module for every isomorphism class of summands of E(X) which does not 
already occur as an element of $?L+, which is connected to X by a map in 
.F ;. Thus every element Y of the new set &+, not in FL+, will be 
connected to exactly one element X of &. Choosing a basis .sn(Y, X) for 
$I, for each such pair we get pn + , and .% as desired. 
Given (&, pn + , , .yn) satisfying a and b let $?A+ z, .?~L+, be given as 
follows. For each nonprojective XE 9” let AX be the kernel of the map 
~1~: E(X) -+ X as described in condition b. Let y;+2 be the set of all such 
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AX’s. If YE ,&+, let .ZL+, (AX, Y) be the d( Y, X) components of the map 
AX 5 E(X) = u, d(Z, X)Z -+ d( Y, X)Y. Then (& + , , y:, + ?, .? I, + :) satisfies 
condition a so the construction can be repeated. 
Proof of Theorem 1.15 in the inJnite algebraically closed case. For each 
X E @‘,‘, we define the multiplicity ,u(X) of X as follows: 
Case 1 (B is indecomposable). Then p(B) = 1 and /Qli) = d(A,, B). 
Case 2 (B is decomposable). Then ,u(B,) = d(A. Bi) and p(A) = 1 + 
xi=, d(A, B,)(d(A, Bi) - 1). 
In either case let u(AX) = ,a(X). 
If X E &, n > 2 and X does not have the form AY, A or Ai then let 
,4X) = 4X Y) a4 Y). where Y is the unique element of &, with 
d(X. Y) # 0. 
Let & be the set obtained from & by taking p(X) copies of each X E & 
which we denote by X’, Xl...., X”” (see diagram below). We construct .<, 
as follows: 
Case 1 (B is indecomposable and rz = 1.) Let .it; be the Cp(Aj) maps 
given by 
f&: A: + B where p = l,..., ,a(Ai). 
Case 2 (B is decomposable and n = 1). The define cr; to be the 
following set of C p(Bi) + ,a(A) - 1 maps. For each of the x ,a(B,) elements 
Bf of 3; take the maps 
f;,.<: A’ -+ B; where p = I-..., P(Bi)* 
The remaining p(A) - 1 maps will be indexed by the set S = {(i,p,p’) I 
1 < i < t, p +p’ and 1 <p, p’ <,u(B,)} which has ,a(A) - 1 elements. Choose 
a bijection between S and the set (2, 3,...,,u(A)}. Then we can take the maps 
f iiA : A q + BP 
where q is the integer corresponding to (i, p,p’) E S. 
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Suppose that .< ,..., .Fn-, . F:, have been constructed. Then the 
constructions of. i”, and F:, + , go as follows: 
Construction of .~Ffl. For each element X of gn + , - y; + , let Y be the 
unique element of & so that d = d(X, Y) # 0. If 1 <p < p(Y) and 1 < q < d 
then d + 1 <pd + q <p(X) + d. Take the p(X) maps 
f&.: Xpd+q-d --t YP 
as indicated in the drawing 
x. 
-1 . 
.A’ 
.Y A Y) 4X Y)x lu(Y>Y 
-1 
. 
. /’ 
and let r, be the union of. T :, and these 2 p(X) maps. 
Construction of R :, + , . For each nonprojective X E pnP, and 
I <p <p(X) let E(XP) be the direct sum of the domains of the maps in 3, 
with range Xp. This gives a map czxP: E(XP) - Xp. By construction we can 
identify AXp with the kernel of this map so that the components of the 
inciusion AXp -+ E(Xp) correspond to elements of .Z;+ , . Let ,Z;+, be the set 
of all such components. The conditions of Theorem 1.15 are all satisfied. (In 
case 2 it may happen that $i contains more elements than necessary.) 1 
2. THE LADDER FOR f 
Let A be an artin algebra. We assume that A is either of finite represen- 
tation type or an algebra over an algebraicalIy closed field. Letf: A + B be 
an irreducible map where either A or B is indecomposable. We shall 
construct a sequenceof mo&Ies B=B,,B,,... andmapsfi:DTrBi-,-+Bi, 
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which are not necessarily irreducible but which satisfy some of the important 
properties of irreducible maps: 
(1) fi is either a monomorphism or an epimorphism. 
(2) ker(fi) is indecomposable or zero. 
(3) A. can be completed to a direct sum of right minimal almost split 
maps, i.e., there is a map gi+,: Bi+, + Bi such that (fi, gi+ ,): DTr Bi-, LI 
Bi+ I + Bi is isomorphic to a direct sum of right minimal almost split maps. 
The last condition enables us to construct a functionfir, by considering the 
exact sequence: 
(.f,.R,,,l 
0 + DTr Bi (h, DTr RimI J-l Bi+, -B;. 
It is not hard to see that fi, , satisfies conditions (1) and (2) and this section 
is devoted to showing that fi,, satisfies condition (3), thus allowing us to 
repeat the construction. To prove this we consider the sets .&j and <.7;. as 
constructed in the previous section and show by induction on i that the 
modules Bi and DTr Bi can be chosen to be direct sums of the modules in 
& and the maps JJ to be R-linear combinations of the irreducible maps in 
i”f, where R is an artinian subring of the center of/i. In order to deal with 
R-linear combinations of the maps from .T we introduce the notion of R- 
matrix maps. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let .Z- be a set of nonzero indecomposable A-modules. 
We consider elements of .%:‘ as being distinct even if they are isomorphic. By 
a module with decomposition in r‘ we mean a A-module M together with a 
finite decomposition M = u Mi and isomorphisms Qi: Mi -5 Xi. where 
Xi E .*r’ (the Xi need not be distinct elements of .~a’). 
To simplify notation we identify Mj with Xi via Qi. So we can write 
M = Lj mjxi. where nrj # 0. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let R be an indecomposable artin subring of the center 
of A. By an R-matri.u map between two modules with decomposition in K, 
M = LJ mjXj and N= H njXj. we mean a A-morphism t: M+ N which 
satisfies the following properties: 
,n = -$;. Th 
ere is an n x m matrix T with entries in R. where n = C nj and 
- J’ 
(ii) T is a direct sum of matrices Ti. where Ti is an 12~ x rni matrix. 
(iii) The composition ti: miXi --* LJ mjXj +I D njX, --t n,X, is given 
as ti = Ti @ l,V : m,X, + niXi. I 
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We shall sometimes denote the matrix map by (T, t) even though T is not 
uniquely determined. 
Note that any matrix T satisfying (i) and (ii) induces a unique matrix map 
t satisfying (iii). Composition of matrix maps is again a matrix map, with a 
corresponding matrix being the product of the matrices. Let &( Kc) be the 
category whose objects are modules with decomposition in ir’ and whose 
morphisms are the R-matrix maps. 
The main property of matrix maps is that if a matrix map is a 
monomorphism it is a split monomorphism and a splitting is also given by a 
matrix map, which we prove in the following lemmas. where k = R/rad R. 
LEMMA 2.3. (a) An n x n matrix T gityes an isomorphism T: nR + nR 
if and only if T 6) 1 k: nk 4 nk is an isomorphism. 
(b) Let S: mk + nk be a k-linear map. Then S = T @ 1, for some R- 
linear map T: mR + nR. 
(c) The following are equivalent: 
(i) T @ 1,: mk 4 nk is a monomorphism. 
(ii) T: mR + nR is a split monomorphism. 
(iii) T: mR 4 nR is a monomorphism. 
ProoJ R is a local ring. 1 
LEMMA 2.4. Let X be a nonzero R-module (not necessarily Jinitelj 
generated). Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) T: mR + nR is a monomorphism. 
(ii) T@ l,Y: mX + nX is a split monomorphism and a splitting is 
gicen by S 0 I ,,: /IX+ mX. where 5’: nR 4 mR. 
(iii) T @ l,-: mX + nX is a monomorphism. 
By duality “monomorphism” can be replaced bJ1 “epimorphism.” 
Proofl (i) 3 (ii) If T is a monomorphism T is a split monomorphism 
by the previous lemma. 
(ii) G- (iii) This is obvious. 
(iii) 3 (i) Let R’ = Rjann(X). Then k = Rfrad R z R’lrad R’. Let 
T’ = T @ 1, ,: mR ’ + nR ‘. Suppose T is not a monomorphism. Then T @ 1 k: 
mk --t nk is not a monomorphism by 2.3. But T @ 1, = T’ @ 1,. so by the 
same lemma T’ is not a monomorphism. So let 0 # z = x njej E ker T’. 
where e, ,..., e, is a basis for mR ’ over R ‘. Then nj # 0 for some j. Then 
there is an xE X such that njx# 0. Thus z@x#O. But z@.uE 
ker(T’ @ l,T) = 0. Contradiction. 1 
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COROLLARY 2.5. If a matrix map is a monomorphism it is a split 
monomorphism and a splitting is given by a matrix map. 
ProoJ Any matrix monomorphism t: u m,X, -+ u n,X, is a direct sum 
of matrix monomorphisms ti = Ti @ 1 y,: miXi + niXi. Then the direct sum of 
the maps Si @ l,,: niXi + m, 
2.4(ii). I ’ 
Xi gives a splitting for 1. where Si is as in 
Some additional properties of matrix maps are stated in the following 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let u: M+ X be a matrix map. Then there are decom- 
positions M = M, LI Mz and X=X, U XZ such that: 
M, + M, LI M, +’ X, LI X, + X, is an isomorphism 
M,+M,LIMz+“X,LIX,-tX, isrero 
M,+M,LIM,+“X,LtX,+X, iszero 
Mz + M, Ll M, -+’ X, LI X, -+ X, is a matrix map with entries in rad R. 
Furthermore ker u + M--t M, is zero. 
Proof Any matrix coresponding to u can be brought to the form (#&) 
by row and column operations where entries in * are in rad R. 1 
LEMMA 2.1. If A contains a central field k let R = k. Then kernels and 
cokernels of matri,u maps split and the splittings are gicen by matrh maps. 
We now fix an irreducible mapf: A --t B and construct the sets 5; =. $1 U 
fl;u . . . and .~f=.~U.<U . . . as described in 1.15. Let R be a local 
subring of the center of /1. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let X, Y be objects of. 4$(. Kit,) and let (T, t): X + Y be a 
matrix map. Then there exists a matrix map (F, fi: E(X) + E(Y) in 
&(- <b+ ,) making the following diagram commute: 
X LY 
(aY 01 
E(X) ---J--+ E(Y) 
where ax and ay are direct sums of the right minimal almost split maps given 
in 1.15(4). 
Proof: Let X = uj”=, Xj and Y = u yEI Yi. Then E(X) = Hi”=, E<Xj) 
and E(Y) = My=, E(Y,). Let f be the matrix with n . m blocks F= (Ti,;). 
where fij is defined in the following way: let T, be the ijth entry in T. If 
Tij = 0 then fij is the a X b zero matrix, where a is the number of indecom- 
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posable summands of E(Y,) and b is the number of indecomposable 
summands of E(Xj), and if Tjj # 0 then fij is Tij times the a x a identity 
matrix. Let i: E(X) + E(Y) be the ‘4 -morphism induced by ?. Then r’ maps 
E(Xj) to E(Y,) by multiplication by Tii. The formula c(). . f = t . cl,, 
follows. 8 
LEMMA 2.9. Let N be in YR( go). Then there exists a matrix map (I/. u j: 
AN+ E(E(N)) in &(.a;+ J making the following diagram commute: 
Proof The matrix U will have only l’s and O’s as entries. Let Ni be a 
nonprojective summand of N. Let E,(N,) be an indecomposable summand of 
E(N,). Then we have an irreducible map ANi --) Ej(Ni) in .$, , . Thus 
dNi = E,(E,,(N,)) for some uniquely determined h. Put a 1 in the matrix CJ in 
the position given by the AN; column and the E,(E,(N,)) row. Put o’s in 
positions not obtained in this way. Thus the AN, column contains exactly si 
ones, where si is the number of summands of E(N,). Let u be the 4 
morphism given by 17. One can easily verify that CL~,., , . u = p,, . m 
LEMMA 2.10. Let f: M-+ N be an epimorphism, where M E 
Ob~HA,(zC~+,), 0 #NE Ob.~HR(.P,). Suppose fhat sot kerf is simple and 
that there exists a matrix map (T, I): M-+ E(N) such that 
M / ,N 
WY 
commutes. Then (T, t) is a split monomorphism in HR( flp+ ,), 
Proof. Since t is a matrix map there exist decompositions of M and E(N) 
by 2.6 such that the following diagram commutes: 
i/ =T i lCi,.Q:) 
th,.h,) O-+ L ____t M,LIM, --=.% E(N), LI E(fq2 
0 
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where u is an isomorphism and entries of the matrix which gives s are in 
rad R. K and L are the indicated kernels so the rows are exact. 
Claim 1. The mapf, is epimorphism. 
Proof: N =f,(M,) +f,(MJ =f,(M,) + c&M,) cf,(M,) + rN. Hence 
N =f,(M,) + rN. Sof,(M,) = N. 
Claim 2. Eitherf, is an isomorphism or t is a monomorphism. 
ProoJ Since uh, = 0 and u is an isomorphism it follows that h, = 0. So 
(h, 7 h,) = (03 h,) = (03 gz > i is a monomorphism. So i(L) n ker gz = 0. Since 
i(L) and ker gz are submodules of K and K has a simple socle it follows that 
either i(L) = 0 or ker g, = 0. If i(L) = 0 then L = 0 so t is a monomorphism 
and by 2.5 a split monomorphism. If ker g, = 0 then kerf, = 0 by 1.10(i). So 
f, is an isomorphism. 
Claim 3. The map t is a monomorphism. 
ProoJ If not then by claim 2, f, is an isomorphism, so a, is an 
isomorphism. But a, is a summand of a direct sum of right minimal almost 
split maps. Contradiction. 1 
LEMMA 2. Il. Suppose there is a field k c Center A. Let f: M --) N be an 
epimorphism with indecomposable kernel, where M E Ob Hk(, 8; + ,) and 
0 # NE Ob. 4(.flQ). Suppose there is a matrix map (T, t): M-+ E(N) such 
that 
commutes. Then t is a monomorphism. 
Proof: Consider the following commutative diagram: 
By Lemma 2.7, i is a split monomorphism, so h is a split monomorphism. 
Since ker f is indecomposable it follows that if ker t # 0 then ker t z kerJ: 
Therefore g would split so f would split. Then a,b, would split, giving a 
contradiction. a 
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Construction 2.12. Let f: A4 -+ N be a A-morphism, where M E 
Ob.MR(.$i+,) and NE Ob.HR(.$i). Suppose there is a matrix map (T, t): 
M+ E(N) such that 
M f ,N 
‘\ 
‘\ / Q,\ 
E(N) 
commutes and t is a monomorphism. Then (T, t) is a split monomorphism in 
.~#ZR(.KP+,) by 2.5. So there exists an object L of .HR(,.KP+,) and a matrix 
map (S, s): L + E(N) such that ((T, S), (t, s)): MLI L + E(N) is a matrix 
isomorphism. This implies that there is an exact sequence 
This gives a commutative diagram 
s 
AN - L 
We show in the next lemma that g can also be factored as /3, e f’, where t’ 
is also given as a matrix map. 
LEMMA 2.13. Let g: AN + L be defined as above. Then there exists a 
matrix map (T’, t’): AN --t E(L) such that 
commutes. 
Proof: The map g: AN -+ L is given by the composition AN -tDy E(N) 2 
M Ll L -+ L, where the second and the third maps are given by matrix maps. 
Call the composition of these two maps (T, t): E(N) -+ L. Then we have the 
following commutative diagram: 
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E(E(N)) - - -?- ~ + E(L) 
where the existence of the matrix map (U u): AN + E(E(N)) is guaranteed 
by 2.9 and (f, q: E(E(N))+ E(L) by 2.8. So (T’. t’) = (&I. tic) is the 
desired matrix map. 1 
DEFINITION 2.14. Let f: IV.-, N be a A-morphism with N # 0 which 
satisfies the conditions of 2.12. Let M, = AN,, N, = L, f, = g. Let t’: M, + 
E(N,) be as given in 2.13. If L # 0 and t’ is a monomorphism then we say 
that f,: M, + N, is theJrst step in rhe ladder forJ: Construction 2.12 can be 
applied to f, and we get fi: Mz + Nz which we call the second step in the 
ladder for f if the appropriate conditions are satisfied (i.e.. Nz # 0 and .fi 
factors through a matrix monomorphism M, + E(N:)). Repeating this 
process as many times as possible we get the ladder for-f: 
k’ - N 
I 
/ 
-h 
i 4\.S 
The vertical arrows are given by -h and p,, . s of 2.12. The ladder for f is 
called complete provided that either 
(a) the nth step of the ladder for f exists for all n > 0 or 
(b) for some n 2 0 the first n steps of the ladder for f exist and 
N 0. n+1= 
We say that the ladder for f is incomplete if 
(c) for some n > 0 the first n steps of the ladder for f exist. N,I+, # 0 
and fn+,:M,+,+N,+, does not factor through a matrix monomorphism 
M n+l --wn+J 
Note that (a), (b), (c) covers all possibilities. 
4x1 89 I9 
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THEOREM 2.15. Let J M+ N be a A-morphism, where ME 
Ob, lR(.gi+ ,) and 0 # NE Ob HR(. gi), which satisfies one of the following 
three conditions: 
( 1) f is a monomorphism. 
(2) f is an epimorphism with soc(ker f) simple. 
(3) f is an epimorphism, ker f is indecomposable and R = k is a field. 
Suppose that there is a matrix map (T, t): M + E(N) such that 
commutes. Then: 
(i) t is a monomorphism and thus there is a map g: AN --t L as in 
construction 2.12. 
(ii) g satisfies the same property (l), (2), or (3) as f and there is a 
matrix map (T’, t’): AN + E(L) such that 
AN 
s 
+L 
commutes. Consequent!\’ a complete ladder for .f exists. 
ProoJ (i) The map t is a monomorphism. which is clear in case (1) 
follows from 2.10 in case (2) and 2.11 in case (3). Then we can apply 
construction 2.12. 
(ii) From the commutativity of the following square and the exactness 
of the sequence 
J M+N 
* + 
-h n\.s 
ANR L 
0 --f AN 
z M 1l L (f.Q,\.Sl ) N 
it follows that if f is a monomorphism g is also, and if f is an epimorphism 
then kerfg ker g. Existence of the matrix map (T’. t’): AN-P E(L) follows 
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from 2.13. If L # 0 then construction 2.12 can be repeated. Thus we either 
get infinitely many steps of the ladder or we come to a step where 
N n+‘=(). 1 
3. FUNCTORIAL INTERPRETATION OF LADDERS 
This section is logically independent of the sections that follow. 
Let A be an artin algebra which is either of finite representation type or an 
artin algebra over an algebraically closed field. Letf: A -+ B be an irreducible 
map where either A or B is indecomposable and let F be the finitely 
presented functor given by ( , A) +( *‘I ( , B) + F -+ 0. We shall show that if 
a complete ladder for f exists (see (6.1)) then the minimal projective presen- 
tation of each r’F # 0 is given by ( , AB,-,) -+’ qrJ ( , Bi) --( r’F --t 0, where 
fi: AB,-, + Bi is the ith step of the ladder for f as described in 2.15. This is 
closely related to results about projective presentations of subfunctors of 
finitely presented functors [3 1 and in the first lemma we state some of these 
results without proofs. 
Let f: A + B be a A-morphism with kernel K. Let F be the cokernel of 
B;s,‘: ( ,A)-, ( ,B). Th en rF has a minimal projective resolution of the 
0-c ,K’)-( ,A’+% ,B’)ArF+O. 
The inclusion map rF -+ F lifts to a map of resolutions: 
o- (.K)+ ( ,A) 2 (,B)+F+O 
\Lk, \,,h, \,.K, ; 
O-+( ,K’)A ( ,A’)‘2 ( ,B’)A rF+O 
LEMMA 3.1. With the notation as above let E = ker(fi g) so that 0 -+ 
E +‘o,b) A LI B’ +‘.f*g’ B is exact. Then the following are true: 
(a) 0 --t ( , E) -+” .a).’ a’)’ ( .A) LI ( , B’) +” J’-’ J” ( , B) --t F/rF 
+ 0. 
(b) 0 + ( , K) -+ ( , E) -+’ *b’ ( , B’) +v rF --* 0 is a projective reso- 
lution for rF. 
(c) The map k: K’ ---) K is a split monomorphism and if K = K’ II C 
then E=A’LIC. 
(d) If f is a monomorphism then A’ G E = ker(f, g). 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let J A --t B be an irreducible map where either A or B is 
indecomposable and let 
A-B 
T .f T 
be a complete ladder for f as described in 2.15. Let F = coker ( . f ). Then 
for all i for which r’F # 0 the ith step of the ladder for f exists and 
O+( ,K)+( ,Ai)s( .Bi)+riF+O 
is a minimal projective presentation for r’F. where K = kerf: 
Proof. Since f is irreducible K is either 0 or indecomposable and by 
Lemma 1.10 kerfi % K for all i for which Bi # 0. Let f, =f: Then the lemma 
is true for i = 0. Suppose it is true for j < i. Let 
0-K-t Ai 3 Bi 
=I ni; 1 
0 + K -+ Ai+, f,,! Bi+, 
be as defined in 2.15. Let G = coker( ,fi+ ,). Then we have the following 
commutative diagram: 
0 --t ( ,K) --t ( .Ai) 3 ( .Bi) -+ r’F + 0 
i= 1t.h;) ](*gj) /E 
0 + ( ,K) -+ ( ,A,+,) - ( ,Bj+,) --t G + 0 
Claim 1. G g r’+‘F. 
Proox Since ker( , hi) z ker( ,gi) and coker( , hi) + coker( , gi) is a 
monomorphism it follows that E is a monomorphism, so im E z G. By 
construction 2.12 the sequence 
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is exact and the map (h, gi) is a direct sum of right minimal almost split 
maps. So 
is a minimal projective resolution of the semisimple functor riF/rif ‘F. 
Therefore G 2 im E 3 r(r’F) = rit ‘F. Also im( , gi) c r( , Bi). Hence 
( , Bi+ ,) maps to r(r’F). But ( , Bi+ ,) maps onto G so G c r(r’F). Therefore 
G z ri+‘F. 
Claim 2. 0 --t ( ,K) --t ( ,A,+,) +’ *h+l) ( ,B,+,) - ri+‘F + 0 is a 
projective resolution of ri+‘F which is minimal if r”‘F # 0. Let 0 -+ ( , K’) 
--t ( ,A’) -+(qf” ( ,B’) -+ ric’F - 0 be a minimal projective resolution of 
rif’F. So K’ ) K, A’ IA;+, and B’ ) B,+,. Then there is a commutative 
diagram: 
O+ ( ,K) + ( ,A,)“: ( ,Bi)- r’F -0 
 ^ 1, .h’l 1, .8’) 1 
O-( ,K’)-( ,A’)=( .B’)-r’+‘F-,O 
Let 0 -+ E ~“.” Ai Ll B’ -+‘Ji7gJ Bi be exact. Then by Lemma 3.la 0 + 
(YE)-, (( d.( -6)) ( , Ai) H ( , B’) ,(( -f,).( +g’)) ( , Bi) --f ,iq,-i+‘F + 0 is a 
projective resolution of riF/ri+ ’ F. SoAi+,lE and B;+,IB’. But B’jBi+,. 
Therefore B’ s Bi+ , . Also from 3.1~ it follows that if K = K’ Ll C then 
E = A’ II C. If f is a monomorphism then K = 0 so K’ = 0 and since 
B’zB;+’ it follows that A’z:A;+~. Iff is an epimorphism. i.e., K # 0 then 
either K’ = 0 or K’ z K. If K’ = 0 then 0 + K -+ Ai+ I splits and sincef,, , is 
an epimorphism A+ I splits. Then A.+, = 0 and rif ‘F = 0. If K’ z K then 
A’zAi+,. I 
4. RADICAL LAYERS 
Let f: A + B be an irreducible A-morphism where either A or B is 
indecomposable and suppose that a complete ladder for f exists. 
LEMMA 4.1. Each map fi: Ai --t Bi in the ladder for f has the property 
that it induces a monomorphism: 
( ,A;) K+ r( ,B;) 
4 ,A;) r’( , Bi)’ 
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ProoJ For each map fi there exists a matrix map ( Ti, f;): Ai --t E(B,) 
such that 
Ai -fi + Bi 
commutes, where ti is a split monomorphism. Thus ti induces a split 
monomorphism 
( TAi) $ ( 3 E(Bi)) 
4 3Ai) 4 5 E(Bi)) 
and the map aBi induces an isomorphism 
( pE(Bi)) 5 r( , Bi) 
r( 7 E(Bi)) r*( . Bi)’ 
, 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A be an artin algebra and let P be an indecomposable 
projective A-module. Then the inclusion map j: rP+ P induces an 
isomorphism: 
ri( , rP) z ri+ ‘( , P) 
ri+‘( , rP) --) ri+‘( , P)’ 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A be either an artin algebra offinite representation 
type or an algebra over an algebraically closed field. Let 0 --) A 4s B +a 
C --) 0 be an almost split sequence. Then: 
is exact for all n > 0. 
(b), O’r”( ,A)zrntL( ,B)2r”+‘( .C)dO 
is exact for all n > 0. 
Proof. For the proof we will also use the statements: 
(c), Let J X+ Y be an irreducible monomorphism where either X or 
Y is indecomposable or a map which appears as a step in a 
ladder for such a map. Then f induces a monomorphism: 
f 
n* r”( 9x1 r”f’( , Y) 
*- rn+‘( ,X) + rnf2( , Y) ’ 
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The proof will be by induction on n. (b)O and (c), follow trivially from 
classical results [ 11. Let n > 0 and suppose that (a);-, , (b)i and (C)i are true 
for all i < n. Then we shall prove (a), , (b), + , and (c), + , . 
Notice that t!$p* = 0 in (a), and a$+‘p~” = 0 in (b), +, . Since (b), is 
true. using homological arguments we have that 5: is onto, imp”, = ker sill,. 
and ker p”, z ker a~“/imP$“. As a special case of (c),, we have that 
ker Ek = 0. Therefore (a),, and (b),, + , are true. 
Proof of (c),,, , . Let 
x’+ Y 
be a ladder for f or a part of a ladder for some irreducible monomorphism. 
Then (f, g,): X LI Y, --t Y is a direct sum of right minimal almost split maps. 
So by (a), and 4.2 the following sequence is exact: 
O- r”( ,X,1 
rn+‘( , Y,) rn+‘( ,X) r’+‘( , Y) 
rn+‘( ,X,) +r”+l( , Y,)’ rn+‘( ,X) + rn+3( , Y) -+O’ 
Thus we get a Cartesian square: 
rn+‘( ,X) t:+l rN+?( , y) 
?+I( ,X) p4 rn+3( , Y) 
I I 
r”( ,X1> (7,): r n+‘( 3 Y,) 
r*+‘( A) -rnt2( . Y,) 
Then by (cl, T (f,)Z is a monomorphism and therefore f$+ ’ is a 
monomorphism. That finishes the proof of (c),, , . 1 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let A be either an artin algebra ofJnite representation 
type or an artin algebra over an algebraically closedfield. Letf: A --t B be an 
irreducible epimorphism with soc(kerf) simple, where either A or B is 
indecomposable. Let K = kerJ: Then: 
O-+ 
rimd( , K) ri( .A) ri”( , B) 
r i-d+l( ~7) +,.&I( ,A)+ritI( ,B) 
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is exact for all i, where rS( , K) = ( , K) for -US <s < 0 and d < co is 
maximal such that the image of ( , K) in ( , A) lies in rd( , A), i.e., d is the 
depth of the inclusion map K + A. 
Proof. For the purpose of induction it is easier to prove a more general 
statement. Thus we assume that J A ---t B is a step in the ladder of an 
irreducible epimorphism with sot K simple, where K = kerf: If f is the 
bottom step in the ladder then A z E(B) and (*:) follows from 4.3(a) and 4.2. 
Iffis not the bottom step we look at the next step: 
By 4.2 and 4.3 we get the following commutative sequence of semisimple 
functors: 
ri(. ,A) T, r’+‘( , B) 
ri+‘( .A) - ri+‘( . B) 
1 i 
ri+‘( .AB) T,, ri( , B,) 
ri( , AB) ric’( , B,) 
where 
rimd( . K) 
kerf*skerf,*z r;m-d+l( ,K) 
by induction on i. 1 
Equivalent results follow for covariant functors (X, ). 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let A be either an artin algebra offinite representation 
type or an artin algebra over an algebraically closed Jield. Let 0 -+ A + B + 
C + 0 be an almost split sequence. Then for all n >, 0 the following sequence 
is exact: 
o- - f  r’(C, )  rn+‘(B, ) r”+‘(A, ) 
rn+‘(C, )-* rntl(B, )+ rplt3(A, )+O* 
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Let P be an indecomposable projectioe A-module and J rP --* P a right 
minimal almost split map nlith P/rP = S. Then: 
O- 
Fd(S, ) rn(P, > r”+‘(rP, ) 
rn-d+‘(S, ) + rn+‘(P, ) + r”+‘(rP, ) 
is e.yact, where d is the depth of the morphism p: P j S. 
ProojI Use duality D: mod A z (modA”P)“P and the fact that 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let A be an artin algebra bchich is either of finite 
representation type or an artin algebra oiler an algebraically closedJeld. Let 
X, Y be indecomposable A-modules and let f: X+ Y be a A-morphism of 
depth d (i.e., f can be expressed as a sum of chains of d or more irreducible 
maps but it cannot be expressed as a sum of chains of d + 1 or more 
irreducible maps). If Y is not projectitle then there is an irreducible map 
g:Y-,Zsothatgf:X-Zhasdepthdfl. 
Proof: This follows directly from 4.3(c),,. 1 
5. THE ASSOCIATED GRADED ALGEBRA OF AN AUSLANDER ALGEBRA Is AN 
AUSLANDER ALGEBRA 
Let A be an artin algebra of finite representation type. Let M, ,..., M, be 
representatives of the isomorphism classes of indecomposable A-modules. 
Let M = My=, Mi and I-= End(M)OP. Then the functor (M, ): 
mod A + mod r gives an equivalence of categories between mod A and the 
full subcategory of projective modules in mod r. The category mod r is 
equivalent to the category of finitely presented contravariant (additive) 
functors from mod A to abelian groups, the projective objects being the 
representable functors ( , X). The algebra r is an Auslander algebra, i.e., it is 
an artin algebra with gl dim r< 2 and dom dim I-> 2. Furthermore every 
Auslander algebra is Morita equivalent to an algebra obtained in this way 
[ 11. We will show that the associated graded algebra GT is also an 
Auslander algebra. 
Let r be an artin algebra. Using the radical filtration r= roTI 
r’r3 . . . 3 rmr3 rm+’ r= 0 we define the associated graded algebra of r 
to be GT = ur=“=, Gi, where Gi = r’r/r’+ ’ r. We say that a GT-module X is a 
(nonnegatively) graded GT-module if X= uiao Xi such that G,X, c Xi+j. 
Since we consider only finitely generated GT-modules the graded GT- 
modules will be finitely graded. If X and Y are graded GT-modules then any 
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CT-morphism f: X 4 Y can be written as f = zi,j f isj, where f i.j: Xi + Yj and 
the fiqj’s satisfy obvious commutativity relations. A map f is called 
homogeneous of degree d if for each i the map f”’ = 0 for all j # i + d. If 
f = z f i~i is a GT-morphism we define fd = LJi,,, f i*i+d which is also a GT- 
morphism. Thenf= x.f,. So any GT-morphism between graded GT-modules 
is a sum of homogeneous GT-morphisms. Notice that all sums are finite 
since we consider only finitely generated modules. 
To each r-module X there is a naturally associated graded GT-module 
GX= uyEOXi with Xi = r’X/r’+’ X. If J X-+ Y is a P-morphism let d be 
maximal such that f(X) c rdY. We let Gf: GX+ GY denote the naturally 
associated homogeneous GT-morphism of degree d. (Iff= 0 let Gf = 0.) 
LEMMA 5.1. Let X -+* Y 4 Z be two r-morphisms. Then G(g . f) = 
G(g).G(f)ifg.f=OorifG(g).G(f)#O. 
Proof Let i be maximal such that imf c r’Y, j maximal such that 
im g c r’Z and k maximal such that im(g . f) c rkZ. Then the maps G(g). 
G(f ), G(g) . G(f) are defined in the following way: 
Y y -- r’Z 
U I 
T 
“I 
x+ r’Y ---+ ri+j Z 
I I I 
1 1 1 
x-~J-L #yjri+ lys ri+jzjri+jt 1~ 
So if g.f=O then G(g.f)=O and G(g). G(f)=O. If G(g). G(f)#O 
then g’,’ tj . f Oqi # 0 so im(g . f) a? ri +j+ ‘Z. Therefore i +j = k and 
(g . f )o.k = (gi.k) . (f”.‘). Hence G(g .f) = G(g) . G(f ). m 
LEMMA 5.2. (a) G(g . f) = G(g) . G(f) ifdepth g + depthf > depth gf. 
(b) G(g).G(f)=O ifdepthg+depthf<depthd 
Remark. G is not a functor. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let P be a projective r-module. Then: 
(a) GP is a projective GT-module. 
(b) GP is generated by GP,. 
(c) rGP = ui>o GP,. 
(d) End(GP)/r End(GP) z End(GP,) = End(P/rP). 
(e) GP is indecomposable if and only if P is indecomposable. 
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Proof (a) It is clear that G commutes with direct sum. Therefore if P 
is a direct summand of nT then GP is a direct summand of GnTr nGT. 
(b) We have an epimorphism nGT-t GP which is homogeneous of 
degree 0. On the other hand CT is generated by CT, since 1 E CT,,. 
(c) This is clear if P = r. But r = rad commutes with direct sum. 
(d) This follows from (c) and (e) follows from (d). I 
LEMMA 5.4. Let P and X be r-modules rcith P projective. Suppose 
f: GP --t GX is a homogeneous CT-morphism of degree d. Then there exists a 
r-morphism h: P + X such that Gh =f In particular d 2 0. 
Proof: By 5.3(b) f is determined by f lcpO =f”.d: P/rP+ rdX/rd “X. 
Since P is projective this lifts to h’: 
p ---h:-, ,-“x ++X 
I I 
P/rP 
f0.d 
- r”X/r” + ‘X 
The map h =jh’: P + X has the property that Gh’.” =f o.d. Thus f = Gh. 1 
LEMMA 5.5. (a) Let (P, ,.... P,J be a set of representatives of the 
isomorphism classes of indecomposable projective T-modules and let 
r 2 u m, Pi. Then the CT-modules GP, ,..., GP, form a set of representatives 
of indecomposable projective CT-modules and GTr u m,GP,. 
(b) Let {S, ,..., S,l be a set of representatives of simple T-modules. 
Then the CT-modules GS,..... GS, form a set of representatives of simple 
CT-modules. 
Proof: (a) follows from 5.3(e). (b) follows from the isomorphism 
rGTz G(rT). I 
PROPOSITION 5.6. (a) lf two artin algebras T, r’ are Morita equivalent 
(i.e., mod Tz mod r’) then CT and CT’ are Morita equivalent. 
(b) ZfT is basic (i.e., m, = 1 for all i in 5.5(a)) then CT is basic. 
Proof (b) follows directly from 5.5(a). To prove (a) let r, r’ be Morita 
equivalent. Then rz u m,P, and r’ r u niPi. Thus CT 5 u m,GP, and 
CT’ z u niGPi are Morita equivalent. 1 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let T be an Auslander algebra and CT the associated 
graded algebra. Then gl dim Cl-< 2. 
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ProoJ Since r is an Auslander algebra there is an artin algebra A of 
finite representation type such that the indecomposable projective r-modules 
correspond to ( , A) for indecomposable A-modules A. If S is a simple r- 
module such that pr dim S = 2 then there is an almost split sequence of A- 
modules O-+A+“B-+4C-+0 such that O-( ,FI)-+(*~‘( 98)-)(*4’ 
( , C) -+ S + 0 is a minimal projective resolution for S. Then the following 
sequence is an exact sequence of GT-modules by 4.5: 0 -+ G( ,A) -+‘( *O’ 
G( VB) -+‘( J’ G( , C) + GS -+ 0. This is a minimal projective resolution of 
GS by 5.3(c) since G( , a) and G( , /3) are homogeneous of degree 1. So 
pr dim GS = 2. Similarity if T is a simple r-module with pr dim T < 1 then 
O-( ,rP)+‘qQ)( ,P)-+T-+O is a minimal projective resolution of T, 
where P is an indecomposable projective A-module. Then 
O+G( ,rP)+cc9a’ G( , P) --+ GT- 0 is a minimal projective GT-resolution 
by 4.2 and 5.3(c). So pr dim GT < 1. Hence gl dim GT< 2. 1 
LEMMA 5.8. Let S be a simple GT-module such that pr dim S = 2. Then 
Ext’(S,G( ,X))=Oforall X in mod/i. 
Proof. Since pr dim S = 2 there exists an almost split sequence 0 + A +’ 
B-“C-t0 in mod/i such thatO+G( 3A)+G’*4’G( ,B)+G’7a’G( ,C)- 
S -+ 0 is a minimal projective resolution of S. Thus Ext’(S, G( .X)) = 
ker P*/im CL*, where u*. p* are the following maps: 
(G( , Ch G( , W) 5 (G( 9% G( ,X)1 5 (G( .A), G( .X)). 
Since /3*a* = 0 it suffices to show that ker /?* c im u*. Thus letf: G( . B) 4 
G( ,X) be an element of kerp*. Then f = EL, where each & is a 
homogeneous element of ker /?*. Thus we may assume thatf is homogeneous 
of degree d. By 5.4 there exists a map $ = ( , g): ( , B) + ( .X) of depth d 
such that f = G@. The condition fE ker /3* means that g . p: A --t B --t X has 
depth > d + 1. Thus g represents an element of the kernel of the morphism 
rd+‘(A, ) 
,.I:;; )) lx)-, rd+?(A, ) tx) , 
which by 4.5 means that g lies in the image of 
Thus there exists an h: C + X of depth d - 1 such that h . d: B +X differs 
from g by a morphism of depth >d. By 5.2 this means that G( ,g) = 
G( , h)( , a) = a*G( , h). Thus f= G( , g) lies in the image of a*. 1 
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LEMMA 5.9. Let T be a simple GT-module such that pr dim T < 1. Let Z 
be an injective A-module. Then Ext ‘( T, ( , I)) = 0. 
ProoJ There is a projective /i-module P such that 0 -+ G( , rP) -+‘( *O’ 
G( , P) + T + 0 is a minimal projective resolution for T, where a: rP -+ P is 
the inclusion. So the sequence 
o+ (T, G( , I))+ (G( , P), G( 3 Z))s (G( . rP). G( IZ)) 
+Ext’(T,G( ,I))+0 
is exact. Let J G( , t-P)- G( , I). As before we may assume that f is 
homogeneous of degree i and f = G( , 7). where y: rP + Z has depth i. Since Z 
is injective y extends to P. Let g: P --f Z be a morphism with maximal depth 
so that y =ga. To show that U* is onto we need to show that G( ,g) . 
G( , ,Z?) = G( , )I). By 5.2 it suftices to show that g has depth > i - 1. 
So suppose that g has depth j < i - 1. Then (g, ) represents a nonzero 
element of the kernel of 
By 4.5 this means that (g, ) comes from an element of 
where d is the depth of p: P+ P/t-P. In other words there is a map 
h: P/t-P + I of depth j - d so that g - hp has depth > j. But 1’ = (g - hp)u so 
g did not have maximal depth. fl 
LEMMA 5.10. Let A be an artin algebra with gl dim A < 2 such that 
euery simple A-module S with pr dim S < 1 is a submodule of a projective 
injective. Then A is an Auslander algebra. 
Proof: Note that S is a submodule of a projective injective if and only if 
the injective envelope of S is projective. Since pr dim sot A = 1 the injective 
envelope Z, of A is projective. Let L = Z,/A. Then 0 + A + Z,, -+ L + 0 is a 
projective resolution of L so pr dim L = 1. This implies pr dim sot L = 1 
since Ext*(L, ) maps onto Ext’(soc L, ). Consequently the injective 
envelope of L is projective and dom dim A > 2. 
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THEOREM 5.11. Let r be an Auslander algebra. Then GT is an 
Auslander algebra. 
Proof When we combine 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 we see that 
Ext’(S, G( , I)) = 0 if S is a simple GT-module and 1 is an injective /1- 
module. Consequently G( , I) is an injective GT-module. If T is a simple GT- 
module with pr dim T < 1 then a minimal projective resolution of T is given 
by 0 -+ G( , rP) - G( , P) + T- 0. Let J be the injective envelope in mod /i 
of P/r-P. Then there is a A-morphism f: P -+ J with kerf= rP. This means 
G( J-1: G( ,P)+G( ,J) h as kernel G( , rP) so T is a submodule of 
G( ) J). The theorem now follows from 5.10. I 
COROLLARY 5.12. GT is the Auslander algebra of End G( , A) z 
/lo/A, LIA,/A,I.I *a*, where Ai = {x E A 1 right multiplication by x gioes a 
A-morphism A + A of depth >i). 
Proof. Any Auslander algebra A is the Auslander algebra of End( H Q,), 
where Qi runs over all projective covers of simples of projective dimension 1. 
Thus GT is the Auslander algebra of End(D G( , Pi)) which is Morita 
equivalent to 
EndG( ,A)=Hom,,(G( ,A),G( ,A>) 
2 Homr+,. ( ‘++ Ll r:y;) ) , 
ri( ,A) ri( . A)(A) 
z Ll ri+l( ,A) tA)= Ll ri+l( ,AjcAl 
and ri( , A)(A) corresponds to ni under the isomorphism (A. A) 2 A. B 
6. RADICAL LAYERS AGAIN 
In this section we will use the results of Section 5 to obtain the following 
generalizations of the results of Sections 2 and 4. 
Let A be an artin algebra which is either of finite representation type or an 
algebra over an algebraically closed field. Let f: A + B be an irreducible A- 
morphism where either A or B is indecomposable. 
LEMMA 6.1. There exists a complete ladder for f: 
We first state some consequences of this lemma and the rest of the section 
is devoted to proving the lemma. 
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THEOREM 6.2. Let K = kerf and let d < 00 be the depth of the inclusion 
j: K -+ A. Then we haue the following exact sequence for all i > 0: 
O+ 
ri-“( , K) j, ri( ,A) f* ri+‘( , B) 
ri-d+l( ,K) +,.i+l( ,A)+,.‘+?( ,B)’ 
Proof This follows from 6.1 and 4.3 in the same way that 4.4 follows 
from 2.16 and 4.3. 1 
COROLLARY 6.3. Let C = cokerf and let e be the depth of the map 
p: B + C. Then we have the following exact sequence for all i > 0: 
O+ 
ripe(C, ) p= r’(B, ) f’ rif ‘(A, ) 
r i-e+l(c, ) + ri+l(B, ) -----) ri+?(A, )’ 
Proof. This follows from 6.2 in the same way that 4.5 follows from 
4.4. I 
Proof of 6.1. By 2.16 we may assume that f is an epimorphism and A 
has finite representation type. Thus 5.10 holds. 
With these assumptions we first prove the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.4. (a) ker G( ,f) = G( , L), where L is an indecomposable 
A-module. 
(b) Every simple GT-module in the composition series for 
coker G( , f) has projectil)e dimension 2. 
Proof Since G( ,f ): G( , A) --f G( , B) is homogeneous of degree 1 and 
one of the two GT-modules G( , A) and G( , B) is indecomposable (and the 
top of G( , A) goes monomorphically into the second layer of G( . B)) it 
follows that G( ,f) is an irreducible morphism in P = the full subcategory of 
mod GT whose objects are the projective GT-modules. Since length 
G( . A)(A) = length A > length B = length G( , B)(A) the morphism G( ,f) 
must be an epimorphism in P. Thus: 
(a) ker G( ,f) is an indecomposable projective GT-module which is 
necessarily of the form G( , L) for some indecomposable A-module L. (Note 
that ker G( ,f) is the same in the two categories P and mod GT since 
gl dim G < 2.) 
(b) G( J) is an epimorphism in P which means there is no nontrivial 
map of coker G( , f) into a projective GT-module. But if coker G( , f) has a 
simple in its composition series of the form G( , P)/G( , rP) then we could 
map coker G( ,f) nontrivially to G( , I), where I is the injective envelope of 
P/rP. This proves (b). [ 
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LEMMA 6.5. Let L be as in 6.4(a). Then length L = length K. where 
K = kerf: 
Proof: Evaluate the following functors on A: 
O-+G( ,L)-+G( ,A)-+G( ,B)+cokerG( J-)-O. 
Since coker G( J)(A) = 0 by 6.4(b) and length G( ,X)(n) = length X we 
get that length L = length A - length B = length K. i 
Proof of 6.1 (cont. j. Let fl;, 4; ,... and ,7;, .K ,... be as given by 1.15 
and let R be a central local subring of rl. Apply construction 2.12 and 
Lemma 2.13 to construct the steps of the ladder off as far as possible. If the 
complete ladder cannot be constructed then the process stops at a step 
fn:A,+ B, which is onto with kernel K by 1.10 and which has a fac- 
torization 
so that t is a matrix map in L&(.fl;l+ ,) which is not a monomorphism, 
By 2.6 we can find decompositions A, =X LI Y and E(B,j = X LI Z so 
that t= l,rI.I~:XLI Y+XLIZ and u(Y)crZ. This means that 
( , Y)/r( , Y) is the kernel of the map 
Going up the ladder we see that 
ri( ,A) yi”( ,B) 
ric’( .A) rii2( ,B) 
is a monomorphism for i < n and kerf+? ( , Y)/r( . Y) if i = n. By 6.4(a) 
this implies that Y z L. 
By Nakayama’s lemma we see that f, lx: X-t B, is onto which means 
(1.10) that K maps onto Yg L. From 6.5 it follows that K maps 
isomorphically onto Y which means thatf, is a split epimorphism. So B, = 0 
(since f, factors through E(B,)). Therefore we have constructed a complete 
ladder. 1 
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7. THE DETERMINANT OF THE Horn MATRIX AND THE LOEWY LENGTH OF 
THE AUSLANDER ALGEBRA 
Let n be either an artin algebra of finite representation type or an artin 
algebra over an algebraically closed field (or any artin algebra for which the 
radical layers theorem holds). We shall investigate the “Horn matrix” of/i. 
When /i has finite representation type we show that the determinant of the 
horn matrix is +I and that the Loewy length of the Auslander algebra of n 
is at most 4n - 1, where n is the number of isomorphism classes of nonzero 
indecomposable /l-modules. 
Let G = K,(modn, u). Then G is a free abelian group generated by 
B = the set of isomorphism classes of nonzero indecomposable /i-modules. 
If M is any (finitely generated) /i-module let [Ml denote the isomorphism 
class of M considered as an element of G. 
If F: G + G* = Hom,(G. Z) is a homomorphism then its adjoirtt is the 
bilinear form f: G x G + I given by P(a. 6) = F(b)(a). We also say that F is 
the adjoint of I? We shall consider F as a matrix with coefficients 
F([M]. IN]), where [M], [NJ E A. 
DEFINITION 7.1. Let A: G x G--L 1 be given by 8([M], [N]) = ftnd .,,.,,, 
Hom,,(M, N) if [Ml. [N] E .“A. We call the adjoint H: G-t G* the Horn 
matrix of A. 
DEFINITION 7.2. Let i: G x G --f 1 be given by i([M], [N]) = 1 if 
[M] = [N] and 0 if [M] # [N] f or all [Ml, [N] E .9. The adjoint I: G + G* 
is the identity matrix. 
DEFINITION 7.3. Let V: G--t G be the additive map defined on the basis 
./P as follows. 
(a) If [M] E .3 and A4 is not projective then take an almost split 
sequence 0 + dM+ E(M) + M+ 0 and define V[M] = [Ml - [E(M)] + 
wfl* 
(b) If [PI E 8 and P is projective let Y[P] = [P] - [rP]. 
PROPOSITION 7.4 (Auslander [2 1). HV= I. 
Proof: This follows from the exactness of the following sequence for 
every [Ml, [N] E .d. 
0 + (N, AM) -+ (N, E(M)) + (N, M) + W?W -0 , 
r(N.M) ’ 
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COROLLARY 7.5. (a) If A has finite representation type then H is a 
finite square matrix with determinant f 1 and its inverse is given by V. 
(b) If A does not have finite representation type then V: G -+ G is a 
noninvertible monomorphism. 
Proof. (a) is clear. In case (b) it is clear that V is a monomorphism since 
I is a monomorphism. We shall show that V is not an isomorphism. 
Suppose that V has an inverse VP ’ : G + G. Then H = HVV- ’ = IV- ‘. 
This implies that for each [N] E 59, fi([M], [N]) = 0 unless M occurs as a 
component of V-‘[NJ. This implies that every indecomposable A-module is 
isomorphic to a component of D V- ‘[I], where [I] runs over the (finite) set 
of injectives in .3. I 
DEFINITION 7.6. Let T, C: G + G be the additive maps given on the 
(4 T[M ‘1 = 
(b) C[M .] = 
Thus V= l,- Z-+ C. 
\ PP 
1 [rMl 
\ [AMI 
/O 
generators [M] E .9 as follows. 
)I if M is not projective 
if M is projective 
if M is not projective 
if M is projective. 
DEFINITION 7.7. Let fii: G x G -+ Z for i = 0, 1, 2 ,..., co be the bilinear 
forms defined on the generators [Ml. [N] E 9 as follows. 
%AMl, [Nl) = 1 End,,,M,(( q ML ra’( 3 NM 
where rEF = n r’F. 
Note that fi = CF;O fi,, where the summation is defined because (fi,} is 
locally finite in the sense that for every (a, b) E G x G only a finite number 
of the integers ai(a, b) are nonzero. 
THEOREM 7.8. For 0 < i < 00 let Hi: G + G* be the adjoint of Ai. Let 
H-, =O. Then 
(a) H, =I, 
(b) Hi=Hi-,T-Hip,C ifI <i< 00, 
(c) H, = H, T - H, C (i.e., H, V = 0). 
Proof: (a) is trivial and (c) follows from (a), (b) and 7.4. To prove (b) 
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note that (H;-Hi-,T+H;-,C)([M], (N])=R;([N], [MI)-A;-i([N], 
T[M]) + fii-z([N], C[M]) = 0 by our main theorem (4.3) or by 4.2. I 
COROLLARY 1.9. If A is an artin algebra of finite representation type 
then the determinant of the Horn matrix is + 1. 
Proof: If A has finite representation type then we know that Hi = 0 for 
sufficiently large i. Thus we may define for every real number t an R-linear 
map H(t): G @ F? + G* @ Ip given by H(t) = CltO tiHi @ 1 F. Let V(t): G 0 
P --t G 0 R be given by V(t) = (1 - tT + t’C) @ IF. Then by 7.8 we have 
H(f) V(t) = ( c t’H, (1 - tT+ rzC) 
i=O 
1 
ZZ \“- (tiff, - t’+‘H;T+ ti+2HiC) 
,Zl 
=H,+t(H,-H,T)+ c t’(Hi-Hi-IT+ H;-ZC) 
; =2 
=H,=I (all 0 1 ,P). 
Since I is an isomorphism (G being of finite rank) H(t) is invertible for all C. 
Thus det H = det H( 1) has the same sign as det H(0) = det I= 1. By 7.5(a) 
this means that det H = +I. 1 
COROLLARY 7.10. Let A be an artin algebra offinite representation type 
and let n be the number of isomorphism classes of nonzero indecomposable 
A-modules (n = rank G). Then any composition of 4n - 1 irreducible maps is 
zero. Equitlalentlv, the Loewy length of an Auslander algebra r is at most 
4n - 1, where n is the number of isomorphism classes of simple r-modules. 
ProoJ If i>2 we have Hi=Hi_,T-Hi_ZC=(Hi-2T-Hi-,C)T- 
Hi-,C= Hi-2(T2 -C) - Hi-,CT. Thus (Hi, Hi-I) = (Hi-?, Hi-3)X, where 
X= 
By induction on i we have that (HIi, Hzi- ,) = (1,O) Xi and (HIi+, , H2i) = 
(T, I) Xi for i > 0. Therefore 
Since A has finite representation type we know that Hi = 0 for sufficiently 
large i. Thus X is a 2n x 2n nilpotent matrix and so X2” = 0. Substituting 
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i = 2n in the equation for Xi we see that H,,-, = 0. Thus ?-I( , N) = 0 for 
all A-modules N. 1 
A homomorphism F: G --* G is said to be continuous if for every x E d 
there are at most finitely many ?’ E .9 so that i(~. F(y)) # 0. If F is 
continuous the transpose of F is the homomorphism F’: G -+ G given on the 
generators x E .8 by F’(x) = C,, d i(x, F(y))y Thus f(F’(x). y) = i(x. F(y)). 
Let F:,: G* -+ G* be the homomorphism given by F*(f)=.fl’. Then 
F, I = IF according to the following computation: F, I(x)(g) = I(x) F’(y) = 
f(F’(y), x) = f(y, F(x)) = Z(F(x))(y). 
COROLLARY 7.11. T. C, V are continuous and 
(1) Hi=T,Hi_,-C,Hipzfor l<i<co, 
(2) H, = T* H, - C, H, (i.e.. V, H,TL = 0). 
(3) V,H=I. 
ProojI It is easy to see that T, C, V are continuous. (We give V’ below.) 
To prove (1) first suppose i= 1. Then H, = H,T=ZT= T,Z= T,HO. Now 
let i=2. Then H,=H,T-H,C=T,H,T-C,H,=T,H,-C,H,. Now 
let i> 3. Then (1) holds for i- 1 and i- 2 so 
If n has finite representation type then H,, = 0 so (2) is trivial and (3) is 
equivalent to (2) given (1). Thus we assume that /1 is an artin algebra over 
an algebraically closed field k. Recall that in this case End(M)/r End(M) r k 
for every nonzero indecomposable n-module M. In the algebraically closed 
case the transpose of V is given as follows, where [M] E .z?: 
yr,M, = \ IN1 - [W)I + [MI if MZAN 
I p4I - [M/sot M] if M is injective. 
Thus V*H([L])([M])= H([L])(V’[M])=Q(V’[M], [I,)). If MS AN this is 
fj([NJ - [E(N)] + [AN], [L]) = i([AN], [L]) by exactness of the sequence 
O-(N, )-+(E(N), )-(AN. )- ;;; \ -0. 
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If M is injective this is A((M] - [M/sot M], IL]) = f([M]. [L]) by exactness 
of the sequence 
O-*(M/socM. )-(M, )+g+O. 
1 
This proves (3) and (2) follows. 1 
Qztestions 7.12. (a) Is it possible that the following sequence is exact? 
(b) What is the image of V* ? (Note that im V, 1 im I.) 
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